[Functional characteristics of connections: Schaffer's collaterals to the CA1 field of the hippocampus in experiments in vivo and in vitro].
Comparative analysis of functional characteristics of connection between the fields CA3 and CA1 (Schaffer's collaterals) was performed in experiments in vivo (unanaesthetized rabbits) and in vitro (hippocampal slices of guinea-pigs) with extracellular recording of the unitary activity in the field CA1. Weakness of postexcitatory inhibition, absence of responses of the form of suppression of spontaneous activity, higher effectiveness of low-frequency stimulation of Schaffer's collaterals were observed in experiments in vitro. Posttetanic effects were more frequently observed and lasted longer in vitro than in vivo. The dominating effect in vivo was posttetanic depression and in vitro--posttetanic potentiation. The possible reasons for these differences are discussed.